AN INTRODUCTION

Science of Mind

It can be taught, it can be learned, and it can be conscientiously applied with a
certainty of definite and repeatable results. — Ernest Holmes, Founder, Science of Mind
A practical philosophy, Science of Mind incorporates the mystical truths of every major religion.
Sometimes called Religious Science, Science of Mind
offers a simple set of spiritual tools that each of us
can apply to our lives. It is based on the principle
that God is all there is, and that the Universe works
by a system of predictable spiritual laws.
Science of Mind has its roots in the 19th Century
New Thought movement and American Transcendentalism, which claimed that God is an indwelling presence, instrumental in physical and spiritual healing.
Such ideas stirred the thoughts of founder Ernest
Holmes (1887-1960). In addition to refining the philosophy he called Science of Mind, Holmes also
helped establish the Institute of Religious Science in
1927, the same year he published the first issue of
Science of Mind magazine, explaining this philosophy to an audience of all religious backgrounds.
“We all look forward to the day when science and
religions shall walk hand in hand through the visible
to the invisible,” Homes wrote. “Revelation must
keep faith with reason, and religion with law —
while intuition is ever spreading its wings for greater
flights — and science must justify faith in the invisible.”
A cornerstone of Science of Mind is that God
works through the mind, the infinite creative power
of the universe. That power — a natural Law —
operates only through our own individual minds. We
influence the universal mind and manifest our individual thoughts. Our welfare rests neither with the
whimsy of luck nor fate but in the power of our minds.
Holmes believed any person could use the practice of
Science of Mind to address day-to-day circumstances,
as well as the larger questions of life and being.

When we face a condition or situation that we
want to change, we use the power of thought to
conceive and then create the experience we want
to have.
Practicing Science of Mind does not require you to
join an organization, subscribe to a series of lessons
or forsake any other spiritual path. There are several
options available if you want to know more about
this philosophy. You can visit a Center for Spiritual
Living, all of which teach Science of Mind, or you can
contact the World Ministry of Prayer, which offers
affirmative prayer support by using the principles of
Science of Mind.
Another way to study the teaching is through
Guide to Spiritual Living: Science of Mind magazine,
which contains columns, articles and daily guides for
spiritual living. Additionally, our publishing house
offers a wide range of books and CDs that relate to
Science of Mind, including Holmes's original textbook,
The Science of Mind.
Although Ernest Holmes never intended to establish a church, many people who attended his lectures
sought the fellowship of weekly Science of Mind
gatherings. Today, Centers for Spiritual Living has
some 400 affiliated communities worldwide. Because
each center interprets the Science of Mind philosophy
in its own way, services offer a variety of experiences.
Our affiliated communities also offer classes in Science
of Mind.
For more information, or to find a Center for
Spiritual Living near you, visit CSL.org or call 720-4961370. You also can join our community on Facebook.
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